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Abstract

Dynamics of the inflaton is studied when it interacts with boson and fermion fields and in minimal supersymmetric
This encompasses multifield inflation models, such as hybrid inflation, and typicalreheating models. For much of the parame
space conducive to inflation, the inflaton is found to dissipate adequate radiation to have observational effects on de
turbations and in cases to significantly affect inflaton evolution. Thus, for many inflation models, believed to yield exc
isentropic inflation, the parameter space now divides into regimes of isentropic and nonisentropic inflation.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The standard picture of inflation[1–3] has two dis-
tinct regimes. In the first phase, the universe underg
inflationary expansion at constant entropy, so mean
with no radiation production. Thus if inflation starte
at finite temperature, such asin new inflation scenario
[2], the universe would supercool during the inflati
phase, and if inflation started near zero temperat
such as in chaotic inflation scenarios[3], the universe
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would remain there during the inflation phase. Th
in the second phase of inflation, radiation is reint
duced or introduced in a period called reheating
this Letter we show that for a large number of co
monly studied inflation models, this picture is flawe
We show that in many models significant radiati
production occurs during the inflation period, whi
has noticeable observational effects on energy den
fluctuations as well as in cases completely altering
evolution history of the inflaton.

We examine the model of a scalar inflaton fie
in interaction with other scalarχ and fermion fields
through the basic interaction terms
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(1)LI = −1

2
g2φ2χ2 − g′φψ̄χψχ − hχψ̄dψd,

where hereafterφ is the inflaton field,χ andψχ are
additional fields to which the inflaton couples, andψd

are light fermions into which the scalarχ -particles can
decaymχ > 2mψd . Aside from the last term, this is th
typical Lagrangian used in studies of reheating a
inflation [4,5], or more to the point, if the inflaton i
to eventually release its energy into the universe, s
interactions are to be expected. Moreover, in mu
field inflation models, such as hybrid inflation[6], the
bosonic interaction plays a basic role in defining
model.

We can qualitatively divide the study of the intera
tions(1) into two regimes, weak couplingg,g′ � 10−4

and moderate to large perturbative coupling 10−4 �
g,g′ � 1. In the weak coupling regime the radiati
corrections are too small to affect the flatness of
inflaton effective potential. In the moderate to lar
perturbative coupling regime, the radiative correctio
from individual terms are significant, so some mec
nism, like supersymmetry, must be invoked to can
these effects and maintain an ultraflat inflaton effec
potential. Later in the Letter we will show that in min
imal SUSY extensions of the typical reheating mod
decay channels for theχ or ψχ particles are presen
and theψd field above is simply a representative e
ample. Since in the moderate to strong perturba
regime, reheating models will require SUSY for co
trolling radiative corrections, Eq.(1) with inclusion of
the ψd field thus is a toy model representative of t
typical reheating model.

Before proceeding, the regime in which the rad
tion energy density during inflation is below the Hu
ble scaleρr � H 4 will be referred to as isentropic, su
percooled, or cold inflation[1–6] and the other regim
ρr > H 4 will be referred to as nonisentropic or war
inflation [7]. As referred to Eq.(1), this Letter will
focus on the moderate to large perturbative coup
regime.

In the conventional approach[1–6], for the effective
evolution equation of the inflaton background comp
nent,ϕ ≡ 〈φ〉, the assumption has been that aside fr
radiative corrections that modify theϕ-effective po-
tential,Veff(ϕ), this equation is the same as its classi
counterpart. However, we have shown in earlier wo
[8–10], that in addition to radiative corrections, qua
tum effects also arise in theϕ-effective equation o
motion (EOM) in terms of temporally nonlocal term
which generically lead to dissipative effects. Mo
over, although SUSY cancels large quantum effe
in the local limit, for the dynamical problem the no
local quantum effects cannot be cancelled by SU
Our previous considerations of inflaton dynamics w
limited to nonexpanding spacetime. Here we have
tended the calculation to the expanding case (for
lated earlier works see[11,12]). We also provide in
this work possible physically viable particle physi
models, including those based on SUSY, that rea
the dissipative dynamics being considered. In this L
ter we will not delve too much into the (sometime
evolved technical details of the calculations and
quantum field theory dynamics, for which we re
the interested reader to our previous papers[10] and
the most recent one[13]. Here we will focus on the
application and relevance of the calculations to in
tion and cosmology in general. For this, in Section2
we start by giving the results for the inflaton effe
tive equation of motion that emerges from a respo
theory derivation that generalizes to expanding spa
time our previous calculations[10]. Then in Section3
we present physically viable particle physics mod
that can realize the typicalinteractions and decayin
mechanism leading to our results, discussing, in p
ticular, models based on supersymmetry where la
quantum corrections, that otherwise could spoils
usual flatness requirements for the inflaton poten
can be kept under control. A minimal SUSY mod
is explicitly presented and its properties discussed
nally, the conclusions are given in Section4.

2. The equation of motion and dissipation in
de Sitter spacetime

Our calculation here is a generalization to expa
ing spacetime of our previous results[10] and whose
details are also reported in[13]. The starting point is
the full equation of motion for the inflaton, taken as
homogeneous classical background,ϕ ≡ ϕ(t), which
for the couplings shown in Eq.(1) gives

ϕ̈(t) + 3H(t)ϕ̇(t) + ξR(t)ϕ(t) + dV (ϕ)

dϕ

(2)+ g2ϕ(t)
〈
χ2〉 + g′〈ψ̄χψχ 〉 = 0,

where H(t) = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter,R(t)

the curvature scalar, andξ the gravitational coupling
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V (ϕ) is the tree level potential for the inflaton. In th
calculations that follow, we will choose this to be
quartic potentialλφ4/4. To satisfy density perturba
tion constraints, it is well known the self coupling
tiny, λ ∼ 10−13, which is why in writing Eq.(2) we
have neglected the insignificant quantum fluctuat
corrections coming from the self-interaction of the
flaton field. Thus for our demonstration of dissipati
and radiation production, in theϕ effective EOM it
is enough to consider the inflaton field as a class
background field interacting with a scalarχ and spinor
ψχ quantum field. As shown previously[10], the two
quantum correction terms in Eq.(2) lead to terms con
tributing both in the linear regime with respect to t
inflaton amplitude from the Yukawa interaction due
the fermionic quantum corrections and in the non
ear regime from the quadratic coupling ofχ to the
inflaton.

So far we have not said anything about the r
of the ψd spinors in Eq.(1) and their contribution in
Eq. (2). Their main effect is to dress the propaga
for the χ scalar and so they enter nonperturbativ
in Eq. (2) through the loops of theχ field. In addi-
tion, if we also allow open decay channels ofχ into
ψd, ψ̄d , with decay rateΓχ→ψd ,ψ̄d

, the main effect
of these spinors is to provide an effective damp
in the dressedχ Green’s functions. This will in turn
reflect back in theϕ effective EOM Eq.(2) as an ef-
fective dissipation for the inflaton field arising fro
theg2ϕ(t)〈χ2〉 term. If the inflaton is also allowed t
decay into theψχ fermions, this can manifest itself i
Eq. (2) as a dissipation term due to the inflaton dir
decay and will be important, for instance, in the linea
regime for the inflaton amplitude, or more specifica
at the time of reheating when the inflaton may
cillate around the minimum of its effective potentia
These latter effects that can come from the fermio
quantum correction in Eq.(2) are not the effects w
are interested in here; these effects have been wel
scribed in several previous studies of reheating a
inflation[4,5]. Here we are concerned instead with t
dissipation identified in Refs.[10,13], associated with
the nonlinear regime for the inflaton field, which c
manifest during inflation; these effects mainly ar
from the nonlocal quantum corrections due to theχ

scalars in Eq.(2). As shown in our previous reference
we can then express Eq.(2) in terms of a nonlocal ef
fective EOM, relevant in the nonlinear regime, in t
-

form

ϕ̈(t) + 3H(t)ϕ̇(t) + ξR(t)ϕ(t) + dVeff(ϕ(t))

dϕ(t)

(3)+ 4g4ϕ(t)

t∫
t0

dt ′ ϕ(t ′)ϕ̇(t ′)K(t, t ′) = 0,

where[13]

(4)

K(t, t ′) =
t ′∫

t0

dt ′′
∫

d3q

(2π)3 sin

[
2

t∫
t ′′

dτ ωχ,t (τ )

]

× exp[−2
∫ t

t ′′ dτ Γχ,t (τ )]
4ωχ,t (t)ωχ,t (t ′′)

,

(5)ωχ,t (τ ) =
[

q2 a2(t)

a2(τ )
+ m2

χ + 2(6ξ − 1)H 2
]1/2

,

mχ = gϕ � mψd , andΓχ,t (τ ) � h2m2
χ/[8πωχ,t (τ )]

is the decay width of scalarsχ of comoving momen-
tum q into fermionsψd . The scale factor has bee
chosena(t) = exp(H t), since we restrict the analys
to the inflationary, quasi-de-Sitter regime.

H =
√

8πVeff/(3m2
Pl)

is the Hubble parameter, withmPl the Planck mass
andVeff(ϕ(t)) is the renormalized effective potenti
for the inflaton, after the local quantum corrections
V (ϕ) have been taken into account.

The kernelK(t, t ′), Eq. (4), is obtained by a re
sponse theory approximation, which takes advan
of the slow dynamics of the inflaton field so that t
dynamics happen effectively in the adiabatic regim
This is equivalent to the closed time path formali
at leading nontrivial order[8,9], which treats the ef
fect of the fieldχ on the evolution ofϕ(t). The mode
functions for theχ -field that enter in the Green’s func
tions appearing in the response theory expansion o
〈χ2〉 term in Eq.(2) (see, e.g., Ref.[10]) are computed
from a WKB approximation, which treats expansi
effects and the time variation of the background in
ton field. These mode functions are then used in
loop calculations that determine the effect of theχ

quantum corrections to the background inflaton EO
This WKB approximation is generally valid in the ad
abatic regimedωχ/dτ 	 ω2

χ . In our calculation this
adiabatic regime emerges since for the parameter
ues we will be studying theϕ motion is overdampe
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and since theχ mass is heavymχ � H . In fact, these
two conditions, the slowϕ dynamics and the heav
χ mass, are enough to assure the validity of a W
approximation for theχ modes. In addition, the con
dition mχ � H implies that curvature effects in th
χ field quantum corrections to the background infl
ton field are subleading, with dominant term being
Minkowski like corrections. This will be explicitly ob
served below when we numerically compare sev
results based on Eq.(3). Note, in the limitH → 0,
a → const, Eq.(4) agrees with the corresponding ke
nel for nonexpanding spacetime in[10]. The physical
origin of the nonlocal (dissipative) term in Eq.(3) is
as follows. The evolving background fieldϕ changes
the mass of theχ boson which results in the mixing o
its positive and negative frequency modes. This in t
leads to coherent production ofχ particles which then
decohere through decay into the lighterψd -fermions.

When the motion ofϕ is slow, an adiabatic
Markovian approximation can be applied that conve
Eq. (3) to one that is completely local in time, albe
with time-derivative terms (for Minkowski spacetim
details of this approximation are in[10], while for
the expanding spacetime case this is derived in[13]).
The Markovian approximation amounts to substitut
t ′ → t in the arguments of theϕ-fields in the non-
local term in Eq.(3). The Markovian approximatio
then requires self-consistently that all macrosco
motion is slow on the scale of microscopic motio
thusϕ̇/ϕ,H < Γχ . Moreover, whenH < mχ , the ker-
nelK(t, t ′) is well approximated by the nonexpandi
limit H → 0. The validity of all these approximation
will be examined below. Combining these approxim
tions, the effective EOM Eq.(3) becomes

(6)ϕ̈ + [
3H + Υ (ϕ)

]
ϕ̇ + ξRϕ + dVeff(ϕ)

dϕ
= 0,

where, by definingαχ = h2/(8π),

(7)Υ (ϕ) =
√

2g4αχϕ2

64πmχ

√
1+ α2

χ

√√
1+ α2

χ + 1

.

Fig. 1 compares the various approximations fo
representative case whereg = h = 0.37 and the in-
flaton potential is that for chaotic inflationVeff(ϕ) =
λϕ4/4 with λ = 10−13 [3]. In Fig. 1evolution has been
examined at the final stages of chaotic inflation wh
Fig. 1. Evolution ofϕ(t) for λ = 10−13, g = h = 0.37, ξ = 0,
ϕ(0) = mPl, ϕ̇(0) = 0.

we start withϕ(t0 = 0) = mPl. The solid line is the
exact result based on numerically solving Eq.(3). Plot-
ted alongside this, although almost indiscernible, is
same solution expect using the nonexpanding sp
time kernel (dashed line), obtained by settingH → 0,
a → const in Eq.(4), and the solution based on th
adiabatic-Markovian approximation of Eq.(6) (dot-
dashed line) for the same parameter set. As seen
expanding and nonexpandingcases differ by very little
and the adiabatic-Markovian approximation is in go
agreement with the exact solution. This confirms s
plifying approximations claimed in[9–11] but up to
now had not been numerically verified.

More interestingly, and the first major result of th
Letter, the dotted line inFig. 1 is the solution tha
would be found by the conventional approach in wh
the nonlocal term in Eq.(3) is ignored. The conven
tional approach[2–6] expects the inflaton to start o
cillating, which is the precursor to entering vario
stages of pre/re-heating. However, with account
dissipative effects, this never happens for our exam
in Fig. 1, since the inflaton remains overdamped
the end when it settles at its minima atϕ = 0. More-
over, throughout inflation, and not just near the e
the inflaton dissipates energy, which yields a radia
component of magnitude

(8)ρr ≈ Υ ϕ̇2/(4H).

For the case inFig. 1, the overdamped regime fo
the inflaton persists untilg � 0.35, below which its
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evolution at the end of inflation has oscillatory featu
similar to conventional expectations. However, the
flaton is still dissipating radiation at the level Eq.(8)
all throughout the inflation period. The radiation e
ergy density produced through this dissipative me
anism is greater than the Hubble scale,ρr > H 4 and
Γχ > H , if, for example,g = h andg > 10−2 or, as
another example, ifh = 0.1 andg > 10−3. If this radi-
ation thermalized, which is expected forΓχ > H , then

T ≈ ρ
1/4
r > H and it is known that the primordial den

sity perturbations,δρ/ρ, produced by the inflaton ar
altered from their zero temperature value[7,14–16].
In particular, in the standard relationδρ/ρ ∼ Hδϕ/ϕ̇,
for T < H , δϕ2 ∼ H 2 is the cold inflation result[2,
3,6], for T > H and Υ < 3H , δϕ2 ∼ HT [14,15],
and forT ,Υ/3 > H , δϕ2 ∼ √

HΥ T [16]. Applying
these relations to obtain the spectral indexns for the
λφ4/4 model, for cold inflation the known value
1 − ns = 3/Ne [17], whereas in contrast for stron
dissipative warm inflation (Υ > 3H ), for the same
normalization we find 1− ns = 3/(2Ne), whereNe

is the number of e-folds of inflation. For example, f
Ne = 60 the discrepancy inns between the warm an
cold inflation cases is about 3%, thus possibly reso
able with current generation high-precision satel
experiments, WMAP and Planck. Moreover, cold
flation for any e-foldingNe > 1 has the well known
η and largeϕ-amplitude problems, since observatio
ally consistent slow-roll solutions requiremφ < H and
ϕ > mPl, respectively[17]. On the other hand, fo
warm inflation these problems are nonexistent, si
we find, for example, under the observational c
straintsδρ/ρ = 10−5 and Ne = 60, m2

φ ≈ 190H 2 >

H 2 and ϕ ≈ 0.087mPl < mPl. We thus arrive at ou
second major result. In multifield inflation models,
in fact any inflation model once reheating interactio
are accounted for, there are parameter regimes fe
ble to inflation, that have never been properly trea
since the nonlocal term in Eq.(3) is neglected. Once
this term is retained, it is seen that up to fairly we
coupling, adequate radiation is produced during in
tion to alter density perturbations. Although this co
clusion is based on situations where thermalizatio
assumed, one can infer the same qualitative outc
onceρr > H 4, irrespective of the statistical state.

In regimes where Eq.(3) produces significant ra
diation during inflation, models such as in[5,6,18]
have to be examined on a case by case basis to d
-

-

mine the effect on density perturbations. Dissipat
effects themselves can produce a rich variety of sp
tra ranging between red and blue[14,19,20]. A dra-
matic example is in[20] which treats new inflation
type symmetry breaking potentials. In cold inflatio
such models yield relatively featureless red spectr
whereas with account for dissipative effects, the sp
tra can be altered between red and blue producing
an example, the running blue to red spectra sugge
by WMAP/2df/Sloan[21].

3. SUSY model implementations and particle
decaying channels

The above results rely on the ability of theχ -
particles to decay, which in our toy model Eq.(1) is
fulfilled by the ψd -fermions. Based on Eq.(4), this
dissipative mechanism is not specific to what theχ

particles decay into, but simply requires a nonz
Γχ > H . Thus the typical possibilities for a scalar fie
are either decaying into fermions, as in our toy mod
or into gauge bosons. Also, in models whereχ de-
velops a nonzero vacuum expectation value, suc
hybrid inflation[6], theφ–χ interaction generates the
term g〈χ〉χφ2, which implies a directχ → φφ de-
cay channel. Independent of inflation issues, part
physics models are adept with interaction configu
tions similar to Eq.(1). For example, the simples
implementation of the Higgsmechanism in the Stan
dard Model has the background Higgs field coup
to W and Z bosons, thereby generating their mas
and these bosons then are coupled to light ferm
through the well-known charged and neutral curr
interactions. In the context of inflation, convention
studies typically only present the inflaton sector
self, since the tacit assumption in these studies
been that interactions are unimportant to the inflat
phase. The lesson learned by this work is interact
can play a vital role within the inflation phase, and
care must be taken to understand how the inflaton
tor is embedded within the full theory. The few stud
that have attempted to do this[18] contain interaction
structures similar to Eq.(1).

Whether in our model Eq.(1), reheating model
[5], or any other inflation model which has aφ–χ

coupling in the moderate to large perturbative regi
[6], sizable corrections are induced to theϕ-effective
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potential and so SUSY must be invoked. A minim
SUSY extension that incorporates theφ–χ coupling
would be

(9)W = √
λΦ3 + gΦX2 + f X3 + mX2,

whereΦ = φ + ψθ + θ2F andX = χ + θψχ + θ2Fχ

are chiral superfields. In the above model, there wo
be no additional fermion to associate withψd from our
toy model Eq.(1). However, theχ -field has a decay
channel via aψχ triangle-loop into two light inflaton
bosonsφ. For this case, everything in Eqs.(3)–(5) is
unaltered except the decay channel is different w
now Γχ ∼ (fg2)2mχ . Thus, there are additional fa
tors of coupling constants, but in the large perturba
regime, the evolution ofϕ should be similar to the
solid line inFig. 1. Similarly, theψχ -fermion can de-
cay into φ and ψ , mediated through a triangle loo
comprised of heavyχ andψχ particles.

Other weaker channels also occur. For exam
the χ and ψχ SUSY partners can have masses d
fering by �m � mφ , without harming the one-loo
cancellations in theϕ effective potential. Thus in th
model Eq.(9), aχ particle could decay into two ferm
ons, like in our toy model Eq.(1), with one being the
fermion partnerψχ and the other an inflatinoψ . This
channel is phase space suppressed sincemχ − mψχ ∼
mφ , which leads toΓχ ∼ g2m2

φ/mχ . Based on Eqs.(6)
and (8), this channel leads toT > H for g � 0.3.
Weaker channels such as these need not domina
diation production but also can serve other part
physics functions such as baryogenesis[7,23] or dark
matter production.

Up to now very little has been said about the r
of theψχ -fermion in our toy model. Here its only pu
pose is to supply a one loop contribution that can s
press the large contributions from theχ sector (then
four χ fields are required in Eq.(1)), thus mimic
SUSY [9,10]. For de Sitter spacetime, these resu
are modified due toξ -dependent mass corrections a
thek0 integration in this geometry. Both modificatio
add corrections from the Minkowski spacetime effe
tive potential by terms∼ O(	 1)g2H 2ϕ2 < m2

φϕ2

[22] and so can be neglected. Additional analysis
both quantum and thermal corrections for SUSY m
els like Eq.(9) has been studied independently by
authors of Ref.[24]. They have also concluded th
quantum corrections can be kept under control an
-

addition they find the same holds for thermal corr
tions.

As briefly discussed below Eq.(8), for warm in-
flation in the strong dissipative regime, an import
result is the avoidance of theη-problem. In cold in-
flation models, theη-problem is that slow-roll infla-
tion requiresmφ < H whereas particle physics effec
and the coupling to the background metric often p
hibit this from happening. In particular, in SUSY mo
els, since they imply supergravity, it means high
dimensional operators inherently enter in forms s
as anφ

n/mn−4
p or V φ2/m2

p, which at either large
or small field amplitude can cause theη-problem.
However, for warm inflation in the strong dissip
tive regime, slow-roll and density perturbation requi
ments can be satisfied formφ > H and evenmφ � H

[7,16,19,20], thus intrinsically there is noη-problem
in any model.

4. Conclusions

It is now opportune to give a few remarks on the a
plications and limitations of our calculation. Eqs.(3)
and (4)are valid for any decay channel for theχ -
boson, thus anyΓχ , including the case of no deca
channel,Γχ = 0. If Γχ > H , then the approximatio
Eq. (6) also applies. In the regime,Γχ < H , within
the characteristic oscillation period of the free inflat
field ∼ 1/mφ , K(t, t ′) oscillates considerably, sinc
mχ � mφ,H and without attenuation, sinceΓχ < H .
Numerically this is a more difficult regime for stud
ing the net effect of the nonlocal term. Another po
to note is that Eq.(3) only has the temperature ind
pendent contribution to dissipation and so only p
vides a lower bound. ForΓχ > H thermalization can
in principle be justified and when the temperature
bigger than either the inflaton mass,T > mφ , or the
decay product mass,T > mψd in our toy model, dis-
sipative effects are enhanced[8,9,25]. In further work,
all these points need to be investigated. Although
work focused on inflaton dissipative effects induc
by a χ -boson field, similar considerations can be a
plied for aψχ fermion. This implies that fermionic an
bosonic pre/reheating may be equally affected by
results. In any event, for moderate to large pertur
tive coupling, SUSY forces both types of interactio
to be present side-by-side.
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Inflation and reheating phases have been in the
treated as almost detached problems, as so ha
quantum-to-classical and the initial condition pro
lems and so on. On the other hand, the warm infla
picture shows, here and elsewhere[7,19,20], that in-
flation can be treated as a single consolidated scenario
As one outcome, various problems, namelyη, grace-
ful exit, quantum-to-classical transition, large inflat
amplitude, and aspects of initial conditions[26,27],
can be nonexistent in warm inflation.
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